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Abstract

The performance of video frame interpolation is inher-
ently correlated with the ability to handle motion in the in-
put scene. Even though previous works recognize the utility
of asynchronous event information for this task, they ignore
the fact that motion may or may not result in blur in the
input video to be interpolated, depending on the length of
the exposure time of the frames and the speed of the motion,
and assume either that the input video is sharp, restrict-
ing themselves to frame interpolation, or that it is blurry,
including an explicit, separate deblurring stage before in-
terpolation in their pipeline. We instead propose a general
method for event-based frame interpolation that performs
deblurring ad-hoc and thus works both on sharp and blurry
input videos. Our model consists in a bidirectional recur-
rent network that naturally incorporates the temporal di-
mension of interpolation and fuses information from the in-
put frames and the events adaptively based on their tempo-
ral proximity. In addition, we introduce a novel real-world
high-resolution dataset with events and color videos named
HighREV, which provides a challenging evaluation setting
for the examined task. Extensive experiments on the stan-
dard GoPro benchmark and on our dataset show that our
network consistently outperforms previous state-of-the-art
methods on frame interpolation, single image deblurring
and the joint task of interpolation and deblurring. Our code
and dataset will be made publicly available.

1. Introduction

Video frame interpolation (VFI) methods synthesize in-
termediate frames between consecutive input frames, in-
creasing the frame rate of the input video, with wide ap-
plications in super-slow generation [11, 13, 21], video edit-
ing [28,46], virtual reality [1], and video compression [41].
With the absence of inter-frame information, frame-based
methods explicitly or implicitly utilize motion models such
as linear motion [13] or quadratic motion [42]. However,
the non-linearity of motion in real-world videos makes it
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Figure 1. Our unified framework for event-based sharp and blurry
frame interpolation. Red and blue dots: events.

hard to accurately capture inter-frame motion with these
simple models.

Recent works introduce event cameras in VFI as a proxy
to estimate the inter-frame motion between consecutive
frames. Event cameras [7] are bio-inspired asynchronous
sensors that report per-pixel intensity changes, i.e., events,
instead of synchronous full intensity images. The events
are recorded at high temporal resolution (in the order of
µs) and high dynamic range (over 140 dB) within and be-
tween frames, providing valid compressed motion informa-
tion. Previous works [9, 37, 38] show the potential of event
cameras in VFI, comparing favorably to frame-only meth-
ods, especially in high-speed non-linear motion scenarios,
by using spatially aligned events and RGB frames. These
event-based VFI methods make the crucial assumption that
the input images are sharp. However, this assumption is
violated in real-world scenes because of the ubiquitous mo-
tion blur. In particular, because of the finite exposure time
of frames in real-world videos, especially of those cap-
tured with event cameras that output both image frames and
an event stream (i.e., Dynamic and Activate VIsion Sen-
sor (DAVIS) [3])—which have a rather long exposure time
and low frame rate, motion blur is inevitable for high-speed
scenes. In such a scenario, where the reference frames for
VFI are degraded by motion blur, the performance of frame
interpolation also degrades.

As events encode motion information within and be-
tween frames, several studies [4, 19, 23] are carried out on
event-based deblurring in conjunction with VFI. However,
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these works approach the problem via cascaded deblurring
and interpolation pipelines and the performance of VFI is
limited by the image deblurring performance.

Thus, the desideratum in event-based VFI is robust per-
formance on both sharp image interpolation and blurry im-
age interpolation. Frame-based methods [12, 17, 17, 22, 31,
47] usually treat these two aspects as separate tasks. Dif-
ferent from frames, events are not subject to motion blur.
No matter whether the frame is sharp or blurry, the corre-
sponding events are the same. Based on this observation,
we propose to unify the two aforementioned tasks into one
problem: given two input images and a corresponding event
stream, restore the latent sharp images at arbitrary times
between the input images. The input images could be ei-
ther blurry or sharp, as Fig. 1 shows. To solve this prob-
lem, we first revisit the physical model of event-based de-
blurring and frame interpolation. Based on this model, we
propose a novel recurrent network, which can perform both
event-based sharp VFI and event-based blurry VFI. The net-
work consists of two branches, an image branch and an
event branch. The recurrent structure pertains to the event
branch, in order to enable the propagation of information
from events across time in both directions. Features from
the image branch are fused into the recurrent event branch
at multiple levels using a novel attention-based module for
event-image fusion, which is based on the squeeze-and-
excitation operation [10].

To test our method on a real-world setting and moti-
vated by the lack of event-based datasets recorded with
high-quality event cameras, we record a dataset with high-
resolution chromatic image sequences and corresponding
events. From the sharp image sequences, we synthesize
blurry images by averaging several consecutive frames [20].
To the best of our knowledge, HighREV has the highest
event resolution among all publicly available event datasets.

In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We propose a framework for solving general event-

based frame interpolation and event-based single im-
age deblurring, which builds on the underlying phys-
ical model of high-frame-rate video frame formation
and event generation.

• We introduce a novel network for solving the above
tasks, which is based on a bi-directional recurrent ar-
chitecture, includes an event-guided channel-level at-
tention fusion module that adaptively attends to fea-
tures from the two input frames according to the tem-
poral proximity with features from the event branch,
and achieves state-of-the-art results on both synthetic
and real-world datasets.

• We present a new real-world high-resolution dataset
with events and RGB videos, which enables real-world
evaluation of event-based interpolation and deblurring
methods.

2. Related Work
Event-based frame interpolation. Because event cam-
eras report the per-pixel intensity changes, they provide
useful spatio-temporal information for frame interpolation.
Tulyakov et al. [38] propose Time Lens, which combines a
warping-based method and a synthesis-based method with a
late-fusion module. Time Lens++ [37] further improves the
efficiency and performance via computing motion splines
and multi-scale fusion separately. TimeReplayer [9] uti-
lizes a cycle-consistency loss as supervision signal, making
a model trained on low frame-rate videos also able to predict
high-speed videos. All the methods above assume that the
key frame is sharp, but in high-speed or low-illumination
scenarios, the key frame inevitably gets blurred because
of the high-speed motion within the exposure time, where
these methods failed (Tab. 1). Hence, the exposure time
should be taken into consideration in real-world scenes.
Event-based deblurring. Due to the high temporal resolu-
tion, event cameras provide motion information within the
exposure time, which is a natural motion cue for image de-
blurring. Thus, several works have focused on event-based
image deblurring. Jiang et al. [14] used convolutional mod-
els and mined the motion information and edge informa-
tion to assist deblurring. Sun et al. [35] proposed a multi-
head attention mechanism for fusing information from both
modalities, and designed an event representation specifi-
cally for the event-based image deblurring task. Kim et
al. [15] further extended the task to images with unknown
exposure time by activating the events that are most related
to the blurry image. These methods only explore the single
image deblurring setting, where the timestamp of the de-
blurred image is in the middle of the exposure time. How-
ever, the events encode motion information for the entire
exposure time, and latent sharp images at arbitrary points
within the exposure time can be estimated in theory.
Joint frame interpolation and enhancement. Pan et
al. [23] formulate the Event Double Integral (EDI) deblur-
ring model, which is derived from the definition of image
blur and the measurement mechanism of event cameras,
and perform both image deblurring and frame interpolation
by accumulating events and applying the intensity changes
within the exposure time and from the key frame to the syn-
thesized frames, respectively. This seminal work optimizes
the model by minimizing an energy function but is limited
by practical issues in the measurement mechanism of event
cameras, e.g. accumulated noise, dynamic contrast thresh-
olds and missing events. Based on EDI, Wang et al. [40]
introduced a differentiable model and a residual learning
denoising model to improve the result. Recently, Zhang et
al. [45] and Paredes-Valles et al. [24] identify the relation-
ship between the events and the latent sharp image, and ap-
ply it to self-supervised event-based image reconstruction
and image deblurring. However, the above works on joint
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Figure 2. (a): The architecture of our Recurrent Event-based Frame Interpolation with ad-hoc Deblurring (REFID) network. The
input of the image branch consists of two key frames and their corresponding events, and the event branch consumes sub-voxel of events
recurrently. “EGACA”: event-guided adaptive channel attention, “SConv”: strided convolution, “TConv”: transposed convolution. (b):
The proposed bidirectional event recurrent (EVR) blocks. In each recurrent step, the events from the forward and backward direction
are fed to the network. For notations, cf. (8).

frame interpolation and deblurring predict the latent frames
with a two-stage deblurring+interpolation approach, which
limits the performance of VFI.

3. Method
We first revisit the physical model of event-based frame

interpolation and deblurring in Sec. 3.1. Based on this
model, we argue that the events within the exposure time
should not be ignored in event-based frame interpolation,
and present our model architecture abstracted from the
physical model in Sec. 3.2. To perform the bidirectional
recurrent propagation, we demonstrate the data preparation
in Sec. 3.3. In Sec. 3.4 and Sec 3.5, we introduce the
proposed bidirectional Event Recurrent Block and Event-
Guided Adaptive Channel Attention in detail.

3.1. Problem Formulation

Once the change in intensity I at a pixel between the
current moment and the moment of the last generated event
at that pixel surpasses the contrast threshold c, an event
camera emits the i-th event ei, represented as a tuple ei =
(xi, yi, ti, pi), where xi and yi represent the pixel coordi-
nates of the event, ti represents its timestamp, and pi is the
polarity of the event. More formally, this can be written as

pi =

+1, if log
(
It(xi,yi)
It−∆t(xi,yi)

)
> c,

−1, if log
(
It(xi,yi)
It−∆t(xi,yi)

)
< −c.

(1)

Ideally, given two consecutive images, the left frame I0
and the right frame I1, and the corresponding event stream
in the time range between the timestamps of the two images
[t0, t1], we can get any latent image Îτ with timestamp τ in
[t0, t1] via

Îτ = I0 exp(c

∫ t

t0

p(s)ds),

Îτ = I1 exp(c

∫ t

t1

p(s)ds),

(2)

where p(s) is the polarity component of the event stream.
Previous event-based methods [9, 37, 38] solve event-

based frame interpolation based on (2). However, in the
real-world setting, because of the finite exposure times of
the two frames, the timestamps t0 and t1 should be replaced
by time ranges, and the images I0 and I1 may be either
sharp (small motion in the exposure time) or blurry (large
motion in the exposure time). Thus, the events within the
exposure time of the frames, E, should also be utilized for
removing potential blur from the frames:

Deblur(I, E) =
B × T∫ te

ts
exp

(
c
∫ t

ts+te
2

p(s)ds
)
dt,

(3)

where B, T , ts and te are the blurry frame, length of ex-
posure time, start and end of exposure time, respectively.
Previous studies [4, 14, 19, 23] combine the above deblur
equation with the frame interpolation equation (2) (denoted
as Interpo) to synthesize the target frame:

Îτ,0 = Deblur(I0, E0)Interpo(Et0,s→τ ),

Îτ,1 = Deblur(I1, E1)Interpo(Eτ←t1,e),
(4)

where Et0,s→τ and Eτ←t1,e indicate the intensity
changes—recorded as events—from the start of the expo-
sure time of the left frame, t0,s, and the end of the exposure
time of the right frame, t1,e, to the target timestamp τ .

However, the physical model (4) is prone to sensor noise
and the varying contrast threshold of an event camera,
which is a inherent drawback of such cameras.

Based on (4), [4, 19, 23, 45] design deep neural net-
works with a cascaded first-deblur-then-interpolate pipeline
to perform blurry frame interpolation. In these two-stage
methods, the performance of frame interpolation (second
stage) is limited by the performance of image deblurring
(first stage). Moreover, these methods are only evaluated
on blurry frame interpolation.



Given the left and right frame, we design a unified frame-
work to perform event-based frame interpolation both for
sharp and blurry inputs with a one-stage model, which ap-
plies deblurring ad-hoc.

3.2. General Architecture

The physical model of (4) indicates that the latent sharp
frame at time τ can be derived from the two consecutive
frames and the corresponding events as

Îτ,0 = G(I0, E0)F(Et0,s→τ ),

Îτ,1 = G(I1, E1)F(Eτ←t1,e),
(5)

where G and F are learned parametric mappings. Contrary
to the formulation of (4), G does not accomplish solely im-
age deblurring, but rather extracts features of both absolute
intensities (image) and relative intensity changes (events)
within the exposure time. We use cascaded residual blocks
to model this mapping. For each latent frame, previous
methods collect the events in both time ranges and convert
them to an event representation [9,38], which may incur in-
consistencies in the result [37]. To mitigate this, we use a
recurrent network to naturally model temporal information.
Thus, we abstract the physical model (4) to:

Îτ,0 = G(I0, E0)EVRf (Eτ , Et0,s→τ ),

Îτ,1 = G(I1, E1)EVRb(Eτ , Eτ←t1,e),
(6)

where EVRf and EVRb denote forward and backward
event recurrent (EVR) blocks, respectively. (6) summarizes
the architecture of our proposed method, named Recurrent
Event-based Frame Interpolation with ad-hoc Deblurring
(REFID). Eτ refers to the events in a small time range
centered around τ . The recurrent blocks accept as input
not only current events, but also previous event information
through their hidden states.

Because of the sensor noise and the varying contrast
threshold of the event camera sensor, Îτ,0 (Îτ,1) approxi-
mates the latent sharp image more accurately when the cor-
responding timestamp of the latter, τ , is closer to t0 (t1).
To fuse Îτ,0 and Îτ,1 implicitly, we further propose a new
Event-Guided Adaptive Channel Attention (EGACA) mod-
ule to mine and fuse the features from the image branch
of REFID with adaptive weights determined by the current
events:

Îτ = Fuse(Îτ,0, Îτ,1) (7)

The overall network architecture of REFID is shown in
Fig. 2 (a). The image branch extracts features from the two
input images and the corresponding events and is connected
to the event branch at multiple scales. Overall, REFID has a
U-Net [29] structure. A bidirectional recurrent encoder with
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Figure 3. The Event-Guided Adaptive Channel Attention mod-
ule. The channel weights for the image branch are extracted from
the event branch.

EVR blocks extracts features from current events and mod-
els temporal relationships with previous and future events.
In each block of the encoder, the features from the image
branch are fused with those from the event branch adap-
tively with our novel EGACA module, which we detail in
Sec. 3.5.

3.3. Data Preparation

To feed the asynchronous events to our network, we first
need to convert them to a proper representation. Accord-
ing to (6), the latent image can be derived in both tempo-
ral directions. Thus, apart from the forward event stream,
we reverse the event stream both in time and polarity to
get a backward event stream. Then, event streams from
the two directions are converted to two voxel grids [26, 27]
V ∈ R(n+2)×H×W , where n is the number of interpolated
frames. The channel dimension of the voxel grids holds
discrete temporal information. In each recurrent iteration,
Vsub ∈ R2×H×W from both directions are fed to the event
branch, which encodes the event information for the latent
frame. We also convert events in the exposure time of the
two images to voxel grids and concatenate them with corre-
sponding images to form the input of the image branch.

3.4. Bidirectional Event Recurrent Block

In previous event-based works [9,37,38], for each latent
sharp image, the events from both left and right images to
the target image are accumulated and converted to an event
representation. However, compared to the temporal reso-
lution of events, the length of the exposure time of frames
is large and not negligible, so simple accumulation from a
single timestamp in the above works loses information and
is not reasonable. Moreover, inference for different latent
frames is segregated, which leads to inconsistencies in the
results [37]. To deal with these problems, we propose a re-
current architecture that models the temporal information
both within the exposure time of each frame and between
exposure times of different frames. By adopting recurrent
blocks, frame interpolation is independent from the expo-
sure time of key frames and it can be also performed in-
side the exposure time. Features propagated through hidden
states of the network also guarantee consistency across the
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Figure 4. The distribution of number of ground-truth images
per sequence of HighREV dataset. The x-axis denotes the se-
quences.

predicted frames. Based on (5), we design a bidirectional
Event Recurrent (EVR) block to iteratively extract features
from the event branch. As Fig. 2 (b) shows, for each di-
rection, the input sub-voxel (i − 1, i) only consists of two
voxels of the input voxel. In the next recurrent iteration, the
selected sub-voxel moves forward to the next time (i, i+1).
For a given recurrent iteration i, the forward EVR block
cycles for i times and the backward EVR block cycles for
n − i times, where n is the index of the latent sharp image
at hand:

x̂bi,j+1, h
b
i = EVRb(xbi,j , h

b
i+1),

x̂fi,j+1, h
f
i = EVRf (xfi,j , h

f
i−1),

xbi,j+1 = Down(x̂bi,j+1),

xfi,j+1 = Down(Conv(Concat(x̂bi,j+1, x̂
f
i,j+1))),

(8)

where i and j are the indices of sub-voxel and scale, respec-
tively. x, h, f and b denote feature flow, hidden state, for-
ward and backward, respectively. We select ResNet as the
architecture for the EVR block instead of ConvLSTM [32]
or ConvGRU [33], because the time range of events be-
tween consecutive frames is rather short (cf. Tab 4). In each
EVR block, the features from the two directions are fused
through convolution and downsampled to half of the origi-
nal size. The bidirectional EVR blocks introduce the infor-
mation flow from both directions, which models Et0,s→τ
and Eτ←t1,e in (5), helping reduce artifacts by using the
information from the end of the time interval (cf. Fig. 5).

3.5. Event-Guided Adaptive Channel Attention

In event-based frame interpolation, fusion happens both
between the two input frames and between frames and
events. Because of the inherent noise of event cameras,
the longer the time range between the key frames is, the
more the noise in the event accumulation increases. Ideally,
the key frame that is closer to the latent frame should con-
tribute more to the prediction of the latter. In other words,
the weights of two key frames should be decided by time.

In our REFID network, the two key frames and the corre-
sponding events are concatenated along the channel dimen-
sion to provide the input of the image branch. We design the
novel Event-Guided Adaptive Channel Attention (EGACA)
module to fuse the two key frames and events at the current
input sub-voxel in the recurrent structure. The current in-
put sub-voxel contains events in a small range around the

timestamp of the latent frame and the fusion weights for the
two key frames and the events are determined by the current
input sub-voxel, which indicates the time.

Fig. 3 shows the detailed architecture of the proposed
EGACA. We simplify the multi-head channel attention of
EFNet [35] to channel attention from SENet [10]. Two
Channel Squeeze (CS) blocks extract channel weights from
the current events, and two weights multiply event features
and image features for self-attention and event-guided at-
tention to image features, respectively. Then, feature maps
from the two branches are fused by a feed-forward network.
In each recurrent iteration, the channel weights from the
current events are different, which helps to mine different
features from the two images along the channel dimension.

4. HighREV Dataset
For event-based low-level tasks, such as event-based im-

age deblurring and event-based frame interpolation, most
works evaluate their models on datasets originally designed
for image-only methods which only have synthetic events.
This is because (1) event cameras are not easy to get
yet, (2) most event cameras are of low resolution and
monochrome [14,15,35], and (3) high-resolution chromatic
datasets [38, 39] are not publicly available. To fill this gap,
we record a high-quality chromatic event-image dataset for
training, fine-tuning and evaluating event-based methods
for frame interpolation and deblurring.

As Fig. 4 shows, our HighREV dataset consists of 30 se-
quences with a total of 28589 sharp images and correspond-
ing events. We use 19934 images for training/fine-tuning
and 8655 images for evaluation. The size of each RGB im-
age is 1632 × 1224. The events and images are spatially
aligned in the sensor. Each event has only one channel (in-
tensity), with pixel coordinates, timestamp and polarity.

The HighREV dataset can be used for event-based sharp
frame interpolation. To evaluate event-based blurry frame
interpolation methods, we synthesize blurry images by av-
eraging 11 consecutive original sharp frames. For the blurry
frame interpolation task, we skip 1 or 3 sharp frames (de-
noted as 11+1 or 11+3 in Tab. 1). To the best of our knowl-
edge, among all event-image datasets, our dataset has the
highest resolution.

5. Experiments
5.1. Tasks and Datasets

We use the popular GoPro dataset [20] for training and
evaluation. GoPro provides blurry images, paired sharp im-
ages, and sharp image sequences used to synthesize blurry
frames. The images have a size of 1280×720. We leverage
the event camera simulator ESIM [25] to make simulated
event data with threshold c following a Gaussian distribu-
tion N (µ = 0.2, σ = 0.03). For different tasks, the datasets



Table 1. Comparison of blurry frame interpolation methods on GoPro [20] and HighREV. “Frames” and “Events” indicate if a method
uses frames and events for interpolation. “11+1” (resp. “11+3”) indicates that the blurry image is synthesized with 11 sharp frames and 1
(resp. 3) frame(s) is skipped for frame interpolation. The number of network parameters (#Param) is also provided.

Method Frames Events PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ #Param
GoPro [20] 11+1 11+3
RIFE [12] 4 8 28.69 0.856 26.91 0.798 9.8M
EDI [23] 4 4 18.72 0.506 18.49 0.486 0.5M
Time Lens [38] 4 4 21.56 0.581 21.47 0.587 72.9M
EVDI [45] 4 4 29.17 0.880 28.77 0.873 0.4M
EFNet+IFRNet [17, 35] 4 4 33.05 0.955 32.89 0.950 28.2M
E2VID+ [27] 4 4 33.82 0.961 33.39 0.954 15.3M
REFID (Ours) 4 4 35.90 0.973 35.47 0.971 15.9M
HighREV 11+1 11+3
RIFE [12] 4 8 32.79 0.904 31.24 0.890 9.8M
EDI [23] 4 4 24.48 0.735 23.53 0.715 0.5M
EFNet+IFRNet [17, 35] 4 4 35.97 0.959 35.42 0.966 28.2M
E2VID+ [27] 4 4 36.36 0.970 35.77 0.968 15.3M
REFID (Ours) 4 4 37.65 0.975 36.91 0.973 15.9M

are as follows:
Blurry frame interpolation. We synthesize blurry frames
by averaging 11 sharp high FPS frames in GoPro and High-
REV. Between each blurry frame, we skip 1 or 3 frames
for the evaluation of blurry frame interpolation (denoted as
“11+1” or “11+3” in Tab. 1).
Sharp frame interpolation. The high frame-rate sharp im-
ages of GoPro and HighREV are leveraged by skipping 7 or
15 frames and keeping the next one.
Image deblurring. We use the original GoPro dataset with
synthesized blurry images (averaged from 7 or 11 sharp
frames). To test on a real-world dataset, we also fine-tune
and evaluate methods on the REBlur dataset [35]. We only
use a single image and its corresponding events in the event
branch as input, for a fair comparison.

For blurry frame interpolation and sharp frame interpo-
lation, we train all the models on each training set and eval-
uate on the respective test set.

5.2. Implementation Details

Different from warping-based methods [37, 38], REFID
is an end-to-end network. All its components are optimized
from scratch in one single training round, without any pre-
trained modules, which makes it train and converge easier.
We crop the input images and event voxels to 256 × 256
for training and use horizontal and vertical flips, random
noise and hot pixels in event voxels [34]. Adam [16] with
an initial learning rate of 2×10−4 and a cosine learning rate
annealing strategy with 2× 10−4 as minimum learning rate
are adopted for optimization. We train the model on GoPro
with a batch size of 1 for 200k iterations on 4 NVIDIA Titan
RTX GPUs. For the experiments on HighREV, we fine-tune
the model trained on GoPro with an initial learning rate of
1 × 10−4 for 10k iterations. For the image deblurring task
on REBlur, fine-tuning takes 600 iterations with an initial
learning rate of 2× 10−5.

5.3. Blurry Frame Interpolation

We compare our method with state-of-the-art image-only
and event-based methods. Since most event-based meth-
ods do not have public implementations, we use “E2VID+”
by adding an extra encoder for images and introduce im-
ages as extra inputs for the event-based image reconstruc-
tion method E2VID [26]. As a two-stage method, we use
EFNet+IFRNet by combining a state-of-the-art event-based
image deblurring method [35] with an image-only frame in-
terpolation method [17]. For a fair comparison, IFRNet is
also fed with event voxels from two directions as inputs. For
Time Lens [38], because the training code is not available,
we use the public model and pre-trained weights.

Quantitative results are reported in Tab. 1. Note that al-
though our method can also interpolate latent frames in the
exposure time, the results are reported on the interpolated
frame between the two exposure times. REFID achieves
2.08 dB/0.012 and 1.29 dB/0.005 improvement in PSNR
and SSIM on the “11+1” setting on GoPro and HighREV,
respectively. For the “11+3” setting, the improvements
amount to 2.08 dB/0.017 and 1.14 dB/0.005 compared to
the second-best method, showing that our principled bidi-
rectional architecture with event-guided fusion leverages
events more effectively. The state-of-the-art event-based
frame interpolation method Time Lens exhibits a large per-
formance degradation on blurry frame interpolation because
of the assumption of sharp key frames and neglecting the in-
tensity changes within the exposure time. Fig. 5 shows qual-
itative results. Fig. 5 (a) depicts the results for the left, right
and interpolated frame on HighREV. EDI [23] is vulnerable
to noise and inaccurate events. E2VID+ exhibits artifacts
because its unidirectional architecture does not leverage fu-
ture events. REFID achieves sharp and faithful results both
on textured regions and edges thanks to the bidirectional
architecture and its event-guided attention fusion. Fig.5 (b)



Table 2. Comparison of sharp frame interpolation methods on GoPro [20] and HighREV. Read as Tab. 1.

Method Frames Events PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ #Param
GoPro (interpolation) [20] 7 frames skip 15 frames skip
DAIN [2] 4 8 28.81 0.876 24.39 0.736 24.0M
SuperSloMo [13] 4 8 28.98 0.875 24.38 0.747 19.8M
IFRNet [17] 4 8 29.84 0.920 - - 19.7M
EDI [23] 4 4 18.79 0.670 17.45 0.603 0.5M
TimeReplayer [9] 4 4 34.02 0.960 - - -
Time Lens [38] 4 4 34.81 0.959 33.21 0.942 -
REFID (Ours) 4 4 36.80 0.980 35.635 0.974 15.9M
HighREV (interpolation) 7 frames skip 15 frames skip
EDI [23] 4 4 22.32 0.716 18.65 0.654 0.5M
RIFE [12] 4 8 32.28 0.904 28.22 0.864 9.8M
Time Lens [38] 4 4 32.81 0.901 27.06 0.810 -
REFID (Ours) 4 4 38.38 0.977 37.58 0.975 15.9M

Table 3. Comparison of single image motion deblurring meth-
ods on GoPro [20] and REBlur [35]. HINet+: event-enhanced
versions of HINet [6].

Method Events PSNR ↑ SSIM ↑ #Param
GoPro [20]
D2Nets† [30] 4 31.60 0.940 -
LEMD† [14] 4 31.79 0.949 -
MPRNet [44] 8 32.66 0.959 20.0M
Restormer [43] 8 32.92 0.961 26.1M
ERDNet [4] 4 32.99 0.935 -
NAFNet [5] 8 33.69 0.967 -
EFNet [35] 4 35.46 0.972 8.5M
REFID (Ours) 4 35.91 0.973 15.9M
REBlur [35]
SRN [36] 8 35.10 0.961 10.3M
NAFNet [5] 8 35.48 0.962 67.9M
Restormer [43] 8 35.50 0.959 26.1M
EDI [23] 4 36.52 0.964 0.5M
HINet+ [6] 4 37.68 0.973 88.9M
EFNet [35] 4 38.12 0.975 8.5M
REFID (Ours) 4 38.34 0.975 15.9M

Table 4. Ablation study of different architectural components
of our method on the GoPro [20] dataset using the “11+1” setting.

Multi-scale connection Fusion Recurrent PSNR SSIM

8 add 8 33.24 0.950
4 add 8 33.61 0.952
4 add ConvLSTM 34.39 0.962
4 add ConvGRU 34.54 0.962
4 add EVR unidir. 35.36 0.968
4 add EVR bidir. 35.81 0.971
4 EGACA EVR bidir. 36.12 0.974

shows the results of frame interpolation within the exposure
time.

5.4. Sharp Frame Interpolation

We report sharp frame interpolation results in Tab. 2. Our
method achieves state-of-the-art performance in the 7- and
15-skip setting on both examined datasets, improving upon
competing methods substantially. Fig. 6 shows qualitative
results on HighREV. RIFE shows artifacts because of the
ambiguity of motion in the time between the two images.
Our method exhibits stable performance both on indoor and

outdoor scenes.

5.5. Single Image Deblurring

As a by-product, REFID can also perform single im-
age motion deblurring, and Tab. 3 reports quantitative com-
parisons on this task. Compared with the state-of-the-art
EFNet [35], our method pushes the performance further to
35.91 dB in PSNR on GoPro. The 0.22 dB improvement in
PSNR over EFNet on REBlur also evidences the robustness
of REFID on real-world blurry scenes.

5.6. Ablation Study

Ablation studies are conducted on GoPro with the
“11+1” setting to analyze the effectiveness of the proposed
model architecture and its components (Tab. 4). First, the
proposed recurrent architecture improves PSNR by 1.75
dB compared to the non-recurrent architecture, proving the
effectiveness of temporal modeling of events. Further-
more, the proposed bidirectional EVR block yields an im-
provement of 0.45 dB in PSNR compared to its unidirec-
tional counterpart, showcasing the informativeness of fu-
ture events and the merit of our physically-based model de-
sign. Compared to ConvLSTM [32] and ConvGRU [33],
which model longer time dependencies and are used in
video recognition, our EVR block using a simple ResNet [8]
yields 0.84 dB improvement in PSNR. Moreover, the pro-
posed EGACA contributes an improvement of 0.31 dB, ev-
idencing the benefit of mining and fusing image features
with adaptive weights from current events. The multi-scale
connection between the image branch and the event branch
also brings a 0.37 dB gain in PSNR. Finally, all our contri-
butions together yield a substantial improvement of 2.88 dB
in PSNR and 0.024 in SSIM over the baseline.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have considered the tasks of event-

based sharp frame interpolation and blurry frame interpo-
lation jointly, as motion blur may or may not occur in input
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Figure 5. (a): Visual comparison on HighREV of the restored left, right and interpolated frame. E2VID+: image-enhanced version
of E2VID [26]. Compared to other event-based methods, our method achieves the most faithful results. (b): The interpolated frames in
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Figure 6. Qualitative results for sharp frame interpolation on HighREV. RIFE [12] suffers from motion ambiguity because of the lack
of event information. Time Lens [38] is vulnerable to noise. Our REFID shows superior performance both on indoor and outdoor scenes.

videos depending on the speed of the motion and the length
of the exposure time. To solve these tasks with a single
method, we have proposed REFID, a novel bidirectional re-
current neural network which performs fusion of the refer-
ence video frames and the corresponding event stream. The
recurrent structure of REFID allows the effective propaga-
tion of event-based information across time, which is cru-
cial for accurate interpolation. Moreover, we have intro-
duced EGACA, a new adaptive event-image fusion module

based on channel attention. In order to provide a more real-
istic experimental setting for the examined low-level event-
based tasks, we have presented HighREV, a new event-RGB
dataset with the highest spatial event resolution among re-
lated sets. We have thoroughly evaluated our network on
standard event-based sharp frame interpolation, event-based
blurry frame interpolation, and single-image deblurring and
shown that it consistently outperforms existing state-of-the-
art methods on GoPro and HighREV.
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A. More Details on REFID
Fig. 7 shows the detailed architecture of the proposed

Event Recurrent (EVR) block. The feature maps from the
previous blocks are concatenated with the previous state,
and then sent to the residual blocks. In the end, after the
convolutional layer and the activation layer, the new state is
propagated to the next recurrent iteration. The feature maps
are down-sampled to half of the original size, and sent to
the next block.
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Figure 7. Detailed architecture of the proposed Event Recurrent
(EVR) block.

B. More Training Details
B.1. Loss Function

We use the Charbonnier loss [18], which is a widely used
loss function in low-level vision tasks.

LCharbonnier =
√
(y − ŷ)2 + ε2, (9)

where y and ŷ are the ground-truth frame and predicted
frame, respectively. ε is set to 10−6 in our experiments.

Compared with L1 and L2 losses, the Charbonnier loss
is more robust, which better handles outliers [18].

C. Testing on Different Skips
All the experimental settings for testing are kept the

same as in training in the main paper. In this section, we
discuss the performance when the testing setting is differ-
ent from the training setting, with respect to the number of
the interpolated frames (Sec. C.1, Sec. C.2) and the sharp-
ness of the input videos (Sec. C.3).

C.1. Blurry Frame Interpolation

In Tab. 5, different rows correspond to different training-
time skips, while different columns correspond to different
test-time skips. The REFID trained on blurry frames with
3 skips achieves an SSIM of 0.972 in the 1-skip setting,
which is only marginally lower than the model trained with
1 skipped frame (0.973). This finding extends to the reverse
situation, in which REFID is trained on 1 skipped frame and

tested on 3 skipped frames, which shows the robustness of
our REFID to different testing settings.

Table 5. Testing on different blurry frame skips. Training and
testing is performed on the GoPro [20] dataset.

Training settings 3 skip 1 skip
PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM

Trained on 3skip 35.47 0.971 34.12 0.972
Trained on 1skip 34.01 0.970 35.90 0.973

C.2. Sharp Frame Interpolation

In the sharp frame interpolation setting, for the models
trained on 15 skipped frames, we also test their performance
on 7, 3, and 1 skipped frame(s) in Tab. 6. Our REFID
trained on sharp frames with 15 skips achieves PSNRs of
33.80/31.63/30.17 for 7/3/1 skipped frames, i.e., its perfor-
mance decreases gracefully, which shows the generalization
of our model to different testing settings.

Table 6. Test on different sharp frame skips. The model is
trained on sharp 15-skip GoPro dataset.

Skipped frames 15 7 3 1
PSNR 35.63 33.80 31.63 30.17
SSIM 0.974 0.969 0.956 0.952

C.3. Training on Blurry Frame Interpolation and
Testing on Sharp Frame Interpolation

The model architecture of the proposed REFID for
blurry and sharp frame interpolation is identical. We show
the result for 1 skipped frame of the model trained on blurry
frames when it is tested on sharp frames in Tab. 7. Although
the result shows some degradation compared to the model
trained on sharp frames, performance is still competitive for
sharp frame interpolation.

Table 7. Evaluation on different blur conditions. Test on sharp
frame skips. Models are trained on the blurry HighREV dataset
with 1 skipped frame and tested on the sharp HighREV dataset
with 1 skipped frame.

Methods RIFE [12] REFID (Ours)
PSNR 28.74 31.16
SSIM 0.837 0.929

D. More Details on HighREV Dataset
Data split. In [38], to construct an event-based high-
resolution dataset, the authors combine a synchronized,



high-resolution (1280 × 720) event camera with an RGB
camera to make a hybrid sensor. However, the alignment of
the two sensors introduces error both in the temporal axis
and the spatial axis. Our HighREV dataset is collected us-
ing one sensor that outputs both events and RGB frames at
the same time, with a resolution of 1632×1224. Because it
is a Dynamic and Active VIsion Sensor (DAVIS) [3], events
and RGB images are aligned by design.

Fig. 8 shows the proportion of the train and test sets of
HighREV, and the proportions of indoor and outdoor scenes
in the two sets. We keep the ratio of indoor and outdoor
scenes approximately the same in the train set and the test
set. 70% of the video sequences are used for training and
30% for testing. In our experiments, the train set is used for
fine-tuning models on HighREV.

Fig. 9 shows the detailed image distribution for each se-
quence. To preserve anonymity, we replace the name of the
place or institute with “*”.

For the collection of the dataset, the exposure time of the
camera is set to 15ms and the f-stop of the lens is set to 2.
The frame rate of the APS image is set to 25.

train
70%

test
30%

indoors 34%

outdoors
36%

outdoors
18%

indoors
12%

Figure 8. Data split of the HighREV dataset.

Event camera details. The resolution for RGB frames and
event frames is 1632 × 1224. The size of the pixel pitch is
1.89µm×1.89µm. The minimun illumination is lower than
0.1 lux. The Chief Ray Angle (CRA) for the lens is 34◦.

E. Additional Qualitative Results
E.1. Blurry Frame Interpolation

In this section, we show more qualitative results of RE-
FID on event-based blurry frame interpolation on both our
HighREV dataset and the GoPro dataset in Fig. 10 and 11,
respectively. REFID is able both to effectively remove the
blur that is present in the input and accurately capture the
motion between the left and right frames.

E.2. Sharp Frame Interpolation

In this section, we show more qualitative results of RE-
FID on event-based sharp frame interpolation on our High-
REV dataset in Fig. 12. We observe that REFID correctly
captures the motion between the two input frames in inter-
polating the intermediate frames.

E.3. Single Image Deblurring

In this section, we show more qualitative results of RE-
FID on event-based single image deblurring on the Go-
Pro [20] dataset in Fig. 13 and 14. Despite the intense
blur that is present in most of the examples of Fig. 13 and
14, REFID produces sharp results which are faithful to the
ground-truth sharp image and contain minimal artifacts.

F. Potential Negative Societal Impacts
Since event cameras will likely go to mass production,

some of the cell phones may be equipped with this advanced
sensor in the near future and our event-based deblurring al-
gorithm may be applied on these cell phones. Our algorithm
improves video interpolation and image deblurring perfor-
mance compared to previous state-of-the-art methods, espe-
cially under severe blur. After mitigating motion blur in the
images, one potential negative impact is that intrusive shots
are made easier and thus cause bad social effects regarding
privacy. This can be alleviated by forcing shutter sound or
with other methods.
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Figure 9. Data distribution of the HighREV dataset.
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Figure 10. Additional event-based blurry frame interpolation results of our REFID on HighREV. We select the 1st, 7th, 13th, and 19th
frames from the 25 total frames for visualization.
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Figure 11. Additional event-based blurry frame interpolation results of our REFID on GoPro. We select the 1st, 7th, 13th, and 19th
frames from the 25 total frames for visualization.
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Figure 12. Additional event-based sharp frame interpolation results of our REFID on HighREV. We select the 1st, 5th, 9th, and 13th
frames from the 25 total frames for visualization.



Figure 13. Additional event-based single image deblurring results of our REFID on the test set of GoPro. From top to bottom: blurry
image, result of REFID, ground truth.

Figure 14. Additional event-based single image deblurring results of our REFID on the test set of GoPro. From top to bottom: blurry
image, result of REFID, ground truth.
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